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KNOW THYSELF 

 

I will describe four major ‘divisions’ of Mind which I have determined will help the reader get an idea of 

the complexity and  structure of Mind and understand their own personal ‘part’ and connection with the 

mind that we have been told is our own.  The four divisions I label to enable ‘our mind’ to understand its 

relationship Mind ‘itself’ are:  Conscious Mind, Spirit Mind, Soul Mind and Universal Mind.  

I define them as being relatively separate, in order to visualize their interrelationship and how they 

manifested in evolutionary terms. For most multicellular organisms, i.e. animals, trees and plants, 

Conscious Mind and Spirit Mind are one and the same and relate to the physical body, (either cellular or 

multicellular). 

 Soul Mind and Universal Mind exist without any corresponding ‘living’ connection to the physical world.   

They are in the Mental Realm, a non dimensional concept, outside of SpaceTime.  

Soul Mind manifested Spirit Mind, not in the Mental Realm but in the Zero Point Realm.  Spirit Mind can 

be visualized as being associated with a Spirit Body. The Spirit Body corresponds accurately to the 

physical body and all memories of this incarnation are held in the Spirit Mind and its associated Spirit 

Body. The expression ‘muscles have memory’ relates to the memory housed in the Spirit Body, bear in 

mind that we use words to build understanding and convey meaning accordingly.  

Mindism asserts that everything physical and ‘dimensional’ emanates and manifests from the 

‘nondimensional’ realm of existence.  My work, ‘The Evolution of Mind’ explains in more detail just how 

this occurs. In short, intelligence manifests as a result of the hyper complex interrelationships of 

interacting frequencies emanating from the Monadic Soul ‘bodies’ (GW Leibnitz, 1646-1716, a genius 

and major contributor to the concept, philosophy and theology that I refer to as ‘Mindism’). Intelligence 

manifests comprehension, which in turn enables understanding to evolve. There is no evolution of 

species only Minds and ‘understanding’ evolve.  

 The ‘Mind’s Eye’ is the ability of Soul Mind to perceive the physical realm. Using information received 

from the physical realm through the DNA ‘transformer’ molecules, it built up a ‘picture’ of the physical 

environment. Initially this would probably have been predominated by waveform frequencies and the 

Mind’s understanding of the data inherent in the frequency. With time and complexity, images would 

develop as a mental ‘form’ corresponding to a physical ‘shape’. 

 Conscious Mind is associated with the brain, particularly the pre-frontal cortex which is why the 

majority of people think that their mind exists inside their head. In my experience, it is a more masculine 

trait than feminine, to associate the location of conscious mind as inside the head. . 

Spirit Mind is associated with the heart chakra, again in my experience, having questioned many people 

on this matter, it is a more feminine attribute that also is found in more ‘sensitive’ males. Spirit Mind is 

within the zero point realm and corresponds with conscious mind which is really the product of cortex 



(the outer layer of the brain).  It is the awareness of ‘here and now’ that animals have and with the 

human pre-frontal cortex, it manifests ‘consciousness’. 

Soul Mind is associated with what the Chinese refer to as the Tan Tien, located below the navel. It is not 

the same location as where gut feelings arise.  

Gut feelings are the most primal source of information in multicellular animals. It was necessary for 

(intelligent) Mind to assess the contents of the primal gut tube that some of the earliest multicellular 

organisms had. It was necessary to discriminate between the various molecular structures passing 

through it. Harmful ‘energies/non-foods’ would have to be recognized and transport across the cell 

membrane would need to be blocked. Beneficial molecules too large for the naturally occurring osmotic 

process would need to be recognized and actively transported into the organism. Initially, learning this 

process through trial and error would probably be slow and tedious, however, as we know from our own 

experience of learning, once the knowledge is attained it is retained for future use and the evolution of 

Mind and its physical counterparts, i.e. organisms would evolve and develop according to environmental 

factors and the mental processing of the information obtained from the environment. 

The modern debate of ‘is it the environment or is it the genetics’ is a waste of time if the concept of 

Mind is not included in the discussion. JB Lamark, 1744-1829, proposed a theory of evolution based on 

information feedback. Those who subsequently supported and projected Darwin into the realms of 

history were part of a scientific conspiracy to pervert Truth and ensure the ruling class maintained their 

control over humanity. Darwin,  famous for publishing someone else’s Theory of Evolution (AR Wallace), 

failed entrance to university and so was destined to become a priest but chose to accompany his ‘friend’ 

the captain of ‘The Beagle’ on a voyage to The Americas. He became the ship’s doctor by default, when 

the actual ship’s doctor left the ship at the earliest opportunity of it first docking somewhere in the 

Caribbean, as I recall. 

The Scientific Conspiracy, is not the subject of this work, however, this work exists to demonstrate that 

from the mid late 1700’s, the concept of Mind was slowly removed form scientific debate and by the 

early twentieth century it was ‘brain’ that was the seat of intelligence and all aspects of behaviour could 

be controlled by chemical/pharmaceutical intervention. Profit trumped reason and a couple of 

interesting and informative short books on this subject are well worth a read, although in truth, one 

hardly needs to read beyond the introduction and first chapter to know and understand the truth they 

contain. They are pertinent to today’s world climate and unchanging power of politics and money 

corrupting the Mind of Man.  

Bechamp or Pasteur? by Ethel Hume 1942 and the Vaccine Watchman by WD Stokes 1886 both 

fascinating reading. 

 

 

Mind is the ‘field’ that emanates from a Soul subsequent to the moment of the Big Bang. It is dynamic 

and changing, the change is not random but ‘directional’ and for a reason. The ‘field’ evolves 

manifesting mathematical laws that are pure intelligence. 



Most modern physicists recognize that the physical world is one of extension and ‘projection’ and is not 

the original cause of the universe.   The Big Bang refers to the moment ‘time began’ and SpaceTime 

manifested into existence from ‘The Singularity’. Only our minds can grasp the concepts that form the 

fabric of reality that we aspire to know. Reality is a form of understanding, the physical realm is purely 

relative, the mental realm is totally absolute.  

‘The Singularity’ can be seen to be a Supersingularity comprised of an infinite number of singularities. A 

singularity, by definition is outside SpaceTime and cannot be measured by any physical means. Proof of 

its existence is mental and mathematical. Mathematics is the language of Mind as explained in my work, 

‘The Evolution of Mind’.  

The individuated singularity within the Supersingularity corresponds to the Soul. The Supersingularity 

corresponds to the Universal Soul. We use words here to convey understanding, allow the mind to stay 

open and it will reveal all. The Soul is on a journey towards Total Enlightenment and is the cause of 

Purpose, (teleology) and realization of a certain end (entelechy).  

There are reasons for everything and everything can be explained. Words are sounds that have an 

inherent meaning and the meaning is defined by the regional language learned. Languages develop and 

evolve over time, they are a manifestation of Mind and its inherent mental activity. 

Everything in the universe is a manifestation of Mind and its inherent activity. This is a fundamental 

premise of Mindism. The Universe is defined by my Chambers 20th Century Dictionary as, all that is: the 

whole system of things: comprehending, affecting, or extending to the whole. This definition, when you 

read it again after having digested the contents of this work, is incredibly accurate.   

As you develop an understanding of the Evolution of Mind, you will recognize the part played by 

comprehending, affecting and extension. (it was not my intention to start writing on this theme, 

however, having looked up the definition of ‘universe’ I was impressed by how, to the point and all 

encompassing  the explanation was).  It explains existence.  

Mindism is a synthesis of the works of great Minds from history. One of the most significant contributors 

to this work is the German polymath genius Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz 1646-1716. His rationale 

ascertained that all things arose from First Causes, he defined them as Monads, a word he took from the 

Greek language. He wrote an official Monadology, his unofficial version stated that the Monad 

corresponded to The Soul. 

A cause, by definition, is that by or through which anything happens and it generates an effect. The 

effect is a response to the affect of the cause. The relevance of this statement will reveal itself. 

Comprehending is the foundation of understanding, they are both basic mental activities that manifest 

as a matter of course from the emanations of the Soul. According to Leibnitz, Monads/Souls emanate all 

possible frequencies and it is the interaction of these frequencies that give rise to the concept we define 

as intelligence, i.e. having intellect: endowed with the faculty of reason. Intellect is defined as ‘the mind, 

in reference to its rational powers. 

That’s enough definitions.  

 

 



Mind and Matter 

Rene Descartes 1596-1650, was a French philosopher, scientific theorist and mathematician, 

who gave us the concept of Cartesian Duality. "Cartesian dualism describes the world as being made 

of two distinct substances: the extended substance which composes the body and the thinking 

substance which makes up the mind.”   

The statement accurately associates extension with the physical realm of existence, i.e. matter and 

measurement. Today, the physical realm is SpaceTime, two concepts interminably intertwined that ‘the 

senses’ have evolved to recognize and respond to, in order to maintain the integrity and survival of the 

living organism. Information from the physical realm is collected from specially developed receptors that 

relay that information to the mind of the organism for processing. Decision making is a process  based 

on memory, experience and consideration of potential outcomes. Survival is the name of the game. 

Most multicellular organisms have some form of nervous system and ‘evolution’ has endowed these 

nerves with specific receptors that respond to particular forms of stimulation. The receptors respond to 

change, e.g. movement, changes in temperature, pressure or magnetic field variation, molecular 

‘energy’ (giving rise to taste and smell) and vibration, things that can be physically measured. Although 

Light, by definition has no mass and does not ‘experience’ Time, it conveys information to the eye by 

comparing the position of objects that do exist and move through Spacetime. The eye is a truly 

wondrous organ whose intelligent design appears to stand out more than other organs of the body until 

one studies them in depth and the realization that they are all amazing ‘par excellence’ and further 

confirmation that a super hypo mega intelligence has, over the billenia, managed to manifest living 

organisms that are either an act of God or have a most reasonable and rational explanation for their 

existence. 

 


